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Project Background
In 2018, the Town of Hinton initiated the Maxwell Lake Recreation Area Outline Plan to develop a vision
and enhancement plan. The Outline Plan will identify recommendations for future improvements,
amenities and facilities. In November 2018, the Town of Hinton and ISL initiated the first phase of the
project by providing several engagement opportunities through in-person events and a survey. The
purpose of this phase was to gather feedback on existing conditions and opportunities, potential parking
locations and proposed enhancements. Improving amenities and facilities at the Maxwell Lake Recreation
Area was identified as a first priority for the Town as part of the Town’s Parks, Open Space and Trails
Master Plan.

Engagement Process
In November 2018, the Town of Hinton and ISL provided several engagement opportunities to gather
ideas and perspectives from Town residents and stakeholders on issues and opportunities, potential
parking and proposed enhancements. Engagement opportunities included:





A community open house for residents and stakeholders on November 29, from 4 to 6:30pm;
A pop-up event at the Dr. Duncan Murray Recreation Centre on November 30, from 10 to 11am;
An online survey available from November 14, 2018 to December 21, 2018; and
Hard copy surveys were available from Town staff.

~20

~20

~100

participants
at the open
house

participants
at the popup event

surveys
submitted

What We Asked – In-person and Online
We asked community members the following questions:
Opportunities or Constraints
 What are some potential opportunities or constraints?
Potential Parking Locations
 What is your preferred parking location and why?
 What needs to be improved about your preferred parking location?
 Have we missed anything?
 Do you have any additional comments about the potential parking locations?
Proposed Enhancements
 What do you love about the proposed enhancements?
 What needs to be improved about the proposed enhancements?
 Have we missed anything?
 How important is the Beaver Boardwalk to you?
 Do you have any additional comments you would like to share?

Next Steps
Feedback received from community members in will be incorporated, where possible, and the updated
draft Outline Plan will be shared with residents and stakeholders this spring (2019) to gather input that will
help the team refine and finalize the Plan.
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High Level Summary (Key Themes)
Potential Parking Locations

Potential Parking Location Preferences
(Number of times heard)
30
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5
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Option 7

Option 8

Not Supported
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Parking
Option

Why identified as preferred potential
parking location

Option 1



Option 2




Option 3





Option 4





Option 5



Option 6




Option 7



Option 8





Less clearing required for the site
and is not currently being well utilized
Less clearing to site needed
Provides good access to park and
trails
Less impact to adjacent residents
Provides good access to the
boardwalk and trails.
Potential for expansion, if needed in
future.
Provides good access to the park,
trails, skating area, and other
amenities
Less impact to adjacent residents
Site is flatter and less clearing or
grading would be needed
Parking already exists at the site –
should be expanded and promoted
Parking is further from existing
residences
No development of land required
because it would be existing street
parking
Provides good access to the
boardwalk and trails, especially for
those with limited mobility
Less clearing required
Reduced impacts adjacent residents
Less impact to the natural
environment (wetlands, green
spaces)

Potential concerns



Area is currently used as a green
space for the surrounding community
Would impact the natural
environment negatively (wetland,
green spaces)



Would impact the natural
environment negatively (wetland,
green spaces)




Town doesn’t currently own the land
Tour buses and RVs shouldn’t be
parking in residential areas



Too close to existing trails and lake



Already overused by Disc Golf and
Bike Park visitors

Additional Considerations for Potential Parking Locations
 Improve access to area, in particular for those with limited mobility
 Need to provide parking for RVs and tour buses or potential for drop-off zones and off-site parking
 Clear and visible signage and wayfinding is important, especially for tourists not familiar with the area
 Some participants indicated that additional parking is not necessary and existing sites could be better
promoted and utilized
 Some potential parking location options would negatively impact adjacent residents
 Need to ensure there are minimal impacts to the natural environment (wetlands, green spaces)
 Concerns about additional traffic from tourists, tour buses and RVs through residential
neighbourhoods
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Proposed Enhancements

Overall Themes






The character of Maxwell Lake is a natural environment and it should not be over developed
o The scale of the enhancements should be reduced
Some participants were supportive of the additional day use amenities including picnic areas,
barbeques and fire pits, but there were concerns about fire safety related to fire pits
The asphalt pathway provides a more inclusive experience by improving accessibility for those in
wheelchairs, using strollers and people with limited mobility
No additional enhancements are needed; only minor improvements, maintenance and repairs of
the current facilities, in particular the Beaver Boardwalk, are required
The dock and boat launch are not necessary and will negatively impact the natural integrity of
Maxwell Lake
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There were some elements of the draft plan where participants specifically identified whether they were supportive or not supportive of the
enhancements to the area. In those instances, the number of times participants expressed support or no support are included below.

What do you love about the proposed enhancements?
(Number of times heard)
18
16
14

12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Supportive
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What do you love about the proposed enhancements?
(Number of times heard)
14
12
10

8
6
4
2
0

Not Supportive
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Beaver Boardwalk

How important is the Beaver Boardwalk to you?

3%
0%
Important
Somewhat Important
Not Important at all

93%
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Summary of What We Heard (Verbatim Feedback)
All written submissions are presented as shared; they have not be corrected for spelling, grammar, or fact
checking.

Opportunities and Constraints
Do you have anything you would like to share about potential opportunities or constraints?


#12 Reimer – concern about washroom
proximity to houses. Viewpoint



Better enforcement needed for off-leash

Potential Parking Locations
What is your preferred potential parking location and why?















#4 is prime, but concerns about private
ownership of land
#9 works well; not currently used and close
#4
#7 – Current street parking = 3 spaces.
Residents have most of street parking
taken
4, best spot closest to trails
Impacts to adjacent residents with 1, 2 and
5
4 and 5, and keep in mind that tourists
often arrive with rented RV's so you need
some larger spaces. LET's NOT develop
more spaces, promote the ones that
already exist at 4 and 5.
From my frequent visits, I can say that the
parking near the Maxwell Lake Apts is
never full to overflowing. Better signage
would help so visitors understand where to
park. #2 and 3 would be definite NO. Too
invasive of wetland, birding habitat. #7
would be good for wheelchair access if
parking area is limited.
5- parking lot already exists and could be
expanded there. All other locations are
disturbing residences that pay taxes to
back onto green spaces, not parking lots
and the natural beauty of Hinton and the
Maxwell Lake area
3 makes the most sense
6 combined with 4. Make coach bus
parking. 8 is a bad idea because the Robb
road is industrial. 2 could be used for a
grassy area view point. Clear signage
and designated parking for coaches and
big motor homes is required!





















5 - already paved and can be expanded if
required. The options with clearing land
should not occur for both environmental
and house price rational
4, close, open big
Leave it as is. Parking available.
5,6 or 8 - less disruption to green space,
not in close proximity to residences.
4. Closest access point to Maxwell Lake
Most times I walk to the lake
Number 2 provides access, without
bringing that directly to the park. Bringing
to much activity to the wet-lands will result
in a loss of that sensitive land.
7
4 seems most central to main portion of
boardwalk
Parking is fine where it is; don't change it
just add some signage. Adding new
parking will cause troubles for the
residence of Collinge and Reimer. We
already have troubles with tourists
navigating our residential streets as it is.
Apartments
7, already open area. Least preferred are 1
and 2, AWFUL ideas.
8 No possibility of disturbing sensitive
wetlands Does not affect privately owned
residences and properties
sites 1 2 and 3
1st preference is #2, then #3, then #4.
more space to create parking and less
intrusive for area residents. good access
for visitors, especially wheelchairs.
4 & 5 are preferred. Limited impact to
home owners. Currently parking lots.
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3 or 7. Proximity to trails.
#5 - It already exists and it is the least
offensive for nearby residences. All of the
other ones except #6 along Mountain
Street are completely unacceptable
because of their proximity to residential
areas. These are home people have
owned for years and the invasion of tourist
traffic was never considered when these
homes were bought. # 6 - Parking on
Mountain Street is a possibility because
residents on Mountain Street knew that
this was a busy street from the beginning.
#8 - Is fine but its location is too far away.
NOTE - There are three significant
problems with the paper and online maps,
making for confusion and an immediate
negative reaction to the survey as a whole.
It is obvious that this was developed by
outsiders. First error: There is a ninth
parking lot identified on the paper survey
located north of Maxwell Lake. It does not
appear in the online survey. It too is
completely unsuitable. Second error: On
both the paper and online survey Mountain
Street is incorrectly labelled as Reimer
Drive. Third error: The size and quality of
the paper map is extremely difficult to
read. The colours on both maps are a poor
choice and much more is expected from a
consulting firm.
7. It doesn’t impede any of the trails, the
green space there is unused and it allows
access to many different trailheads.
8, because it doesn’t impede in any of the
existing trails
4 proximity to the access to the skating
area. When we go skate on maxwell it’s a
long walk in With all the kids equipment
etc.
sites 4 and 5. Site 8 already experiences
over-use by both bike park and disc golf
visitors. AGAINST 2 and 3 - you would
destroy the existing natural environment
NOT 4, as it is private land... as is Maxwell
Lake apartments, PRIVATE property!!!
I think #4 would make more sense but it
will be hard to convince the land owner. It
is a shame that the town sold those land
away... I am not sure that we need to
accommodate big buses though. Is it a real
need? Can't they park further and walk? I
often find we accommodate too much the
big tourist buses...

























Begin some discussions with the Mormon
church on mountain st to utilize their
parking spaces weekdays and evenings.
Partnerships should be looked at. Your
map is incorrect. You have labelled
Mountain st Reimer Drive
Reimer Drive - existing un-used space that
is owned by the town the parking lot on
colligne
Maxwell appartements. Because it’s close
and visible. Someone will notice if my
vehicle is parked there too long and will
send help if my vehicle hasn’t moved in a
few days.
Colling Road
I choose option 4 because it is so close to
the lake (and amenities) which is important
for tourists not being lost or confused and
would be very useful in the colder weather
when you don't want to walk far to the start
(or warm car at the end) of the boardwalk.
Option 6 is also good. I know people who
already park in the church parking lot when
going to the boardwalk.
Not #2. It's a beautiful grassy area don't
want to see it be a parking lot and some of
the other proposed parking seems like it
would negatively impact the residents in
the area
We use Rimer or park my the apartment
building.
Number 1. No clearing required, Town
owned. Looks plenty big
4
Mountain bike park. As there is enough
space there to expand. There is no space
to do this near the apartments
Number 2, less cleaning good area
4 makes the most sense
There are several parking locations for
maxwell,either if you want close walking
distance or further walking distance. I
choose further away.
None of them. I am opposed to this
development plan.
There is already ample parking in several
areas where the boardwalk can be
accessed. Bike park, Reimer drive,
Collinge Road , church parking lot etc.
4. Do not push into park to create new
parking spaces. Do not put parking
adjacent to existing homes.
The currently existing parking lots are
adequate. It limits the daily volume of
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visitors which is critical for maintaining the
sensitive wetland habitat.
Non residential, as every household
seems to have at minimum 2 vehicles and
street parking is already crowded.
At Maxwell Lake Apartments and the other
end of the Lake off Reimer
I don't think we need another parking lot
The closer the better
I live close by so always walk.
1-3 seem most reasonable. How big will
the parking lots be? 4 I think will impact the
visual quality of maxwell lake because of
it's proximity to the green space. I don't
think it's appropriate to expect tour bus
parking in this residential area, instead
have them drop off and park on the Robb
or down by safeway
#6 Mountain street,( your map is labelled
wrong) Reimer Drive/ :mountain st
I think the potential area near the west end
of Maxwell Lake (behind the apartments) is
the best location, since it gives close
access to the lake and the boardwalk. I
realize that it would route traffic through
the apartment parking lot, which is not
ideal.
#7 for access to all networks
#8 above: off Robb Road. Nature (beaver
pond, beavers, birds and flowers) is my
number one priority for Maxwell Lake. It is
a tiny area and crowding all the proposed
expansions and upgrades into one spot
would severely impact the integrity of our
current gem.
#4. Close access, not much grading of
land. Not sure what owners of Maxwell
Lake apartments would think about using
their land for access to parking.
Either 7 or 4 because they seem closer to
the lake it self which would make it easier
for limited mobility persons to enjoy the
lake
#4 makes the most sense
I don’t park as I live very close to
boardwalk
Closest to the current entrances on
Collinge,Fairfax and Robb Rd. Best places
to access the trails.
#6, no additional land development
required
4, 6 or 7 Not too close to residences. On
existing roads. Only parking lot needed (if
at all)





















7 best access and encourages a loop to
be walked, using both north and south
sides of maxwell lake
I don't love any of them as they all have
stronger pros than cons
Space = no parking in front of houses,
room for tour busses!
Nothing. Its horrible for home owners.
Poor signage.
There is enough parking as is.
Street parking - leave this land as natural
as possible.
"2 & 8 if there is adequate parking. 3 is an
area for expansion if needed at a later
date. "
3 as this is the one I see as a reasonable
access point with some work.
A combination of most inexpensive
locations. WE usually park at the
cemetery and walk
8 - existing parking lot.....opportunity for
partnership with Hinton disc golf
Association and HMBA. VERY OPPOSED
to 2, 3, and 7...due to proximity of existing
trails and lake."
8
#5 - existing by Carriage Lane Condos and
between #6 and #7 using the church
parking lot
8 would be my preferred location to put a
parking lot. All other locations will
negatively affect the residents in the area.
People have spent a lot of money to own a
house with green space behind it. Putting
parking lots behind their houses will only
decrease the value of their home and ruin
their living experience. The neighborhood
was built around this lake for the benefit of
the community not tourists. There are an
abundant amount of sites around Hinton
for tourists and visitors to go explore.
3. Close to boardwalk
Parking is fine the way it is at Maxwell
Lake.
none, this is horrible. You are proposing to
destroy a sensitive environment.
Parking is adequate for present usage,
except for occasional tour buses parked on
Reimer Drive or on Collinge Road near
Maxwell Lake Apartments. This is only an
issue during the peak tourist season.
Option 5 would be best for cars. Buses
should be able to access a drop off area
only and park elsewhere.
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1 as area not being used to full potential
2. close to trail, nice views from the parking
lot, less confusing for tourists
Existing Parking is OK but should be
managed better. Signs are needed on
Collinge Road indicating the parking
behind Carriage Lane is for the Beaver
Boardwalk. Tour buses should drop off
passengers and park elsewhere then pick
up at designated time. Town bus service
can be used to drop off and pick up
people. There is parking on the street by
Maxwell apartments. Perhaps a flyer with
instructions, times, etc should be handed
out at Visitor Centre. No green space near
the lake should be converted to parking.
None of these are ideal - anything that
impedes on a residences ability to enjoy
their home is unacceptable. Option 5 is the
best of this sad bunch but isn’t it owned by
Carriage Lane Condos?
None of the proposed parking locations
are very good, but I guess the one nearest














existing apartment parking lot the best of
bad choices.
7 and 4
Not required clearing would be important
to minimize area impact and keep more
forested areas, close to the trails and
would be fine for parking
Not 1, because that’s area is know to be
used as a green space for the surrounding
community
Is there a parking problem to be solved?
Has there been a study on this?
4 or 5
8. Won't interfere with residential area,
opportunity to expand, easy access off
Robb Rd, won't increase traffic on
residential streets.
4 seems to have the best proximity to the
trails
4, 7 and 9 because they are most
accessible and seem to be the least cost
and (if the town owns the land) and overall
flatter spots already.
Park at home

What needs to be improved about your preferred potential parking location (What could be
adjusted to make it better?















Signage and lane marking and some
pedestrian signage to and from Boardwalk
to parking area.
Better signage in apartment area. Signage
to alternate parking at Reimer entrance.
Visitors don’t know access exists.
It is farther from the site, however most
people using these trails are healthy and
able to walk long distances. The 5 option,
does not disturb the area as much
Make as large as possible
Big buses and motor homes drive around
aimlessly and end end up parking in
suboptimal areas because there is no
signage or designated egress or routes.
Would likely need to be expanded - The
neighboring field could easily accommodate
Outhouse
Notging
Very limited space here
It needs to be away from the park.
More spaces made
Add signs to the existing parking lot. No one
knows its for the Boardwalk so they don't
use it. Ask the church if they will allow

















parking there and provide them some
compensation for doing so.
Nothing
nothing, I walk to the trails from my home
Proper signage, directions to the parking
area and subsequent directions and large
maps to the boardwalk
Minimize environmental impacts on clearing
trees, especially aspens and willows
adjacent to boardwalk areas.
handicap access, low lighting & natural
buffers between to local residents & visitors
Better signage would be required.
Clearing, paving.
Nothing needs to be done.
Take away some of the grass and pave it for
parking. I honestly don’t drive to the
boardwalk or Maxwell trails as I am a hill
resident and walk there.
Nothing
Sounds good
Better signage
Didn't pick a preferred location
Signage, letting people know where
additional parking is available. I live on
Reimer Drive and have not experienced
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negative parking impact. Most people who
access from Reimer at getting there via bike,
run or walk.
Paved/gravel
Bigger space. It’s usually occupied during
busy times.
Not sure. Private land so I guess it needs to
be purchased?
Should have a bigger central parking lot for
tourist visitors.
Nothing
Allow disability access (all access) to the
Boardwalk
Nothing
Away from the apartments
It sucks it will be costly to buy
Nothing, no problem
Living on Collinge I do not feel there needs
to be a change to the parking.
Signage.
There is no problem with the current parking
system.
Signs, maps, directions.
These are neighbourhoods. Use street
parking or unused parking spots such as
Morman church
Better signage
n/a
Not too big of a parking lot. Not too many
lights. Ensure maxwell lake doesn't feel like
a giant urban park you would find in calgary.
You just need to put up signs indicating
where you can access the trails.
Should be paved if possible, and accessible
for handicapped people
currently just grass. needs to be re-sloped
Size for additional parking (busses) and
safety.
Legal access
Have ample parking. Sometimes it's hard
getting a parking spot that's not on private
property at peek times
Nothing. It's a large, flat unused area right
beside the apartment building parking lot.
?
More of it. Only parking is at Maxwell Aots.
Line painting, signage
I think they are all good options. Reimer is
just unused space right now. The parking lot
use behind carraige lane is confusing. It's
close enough to be good. The flag area
behind Maxwell apts is ok...but not ideal
























fill in land to make it level, access to reimer
drive
None of the locations near Maxwell lake look
to accommodate RV's, bus, etc.
Better signage and an actual parking lot
You assume there needs to be
improvements. I think not. Nothing needs
to be done.
The parking spots would have to be laid out.
Just make the options easy to find
Ensure safety of Road...Pedestrian
Crosswalk Lights, Enforce a Very Reduced
speed limit
Needs to pave a small part of Robb road...
but is not too close from residential area...
Do nothing and save money and not destroy
any green spaces. We have been told we
have 11 years to keep and our planet and
you want to destroy green with pavement
which is not needed.
It's fine the way it is.
A drop off zone at the west end of Maxwell
Lake would best accommodate large groups
and handicap access. Parking should not be
built in any of the proposed locations behind
existing residences or in any way that
increases the environmental footprint of this
ecologically sensitive system. The only
option for a large parking area would be the
Robb Road area.
Signage
not sure how many trees would need to be
removed for the access road
Better signage for the parking behind
Carriage Lane - that is where I usually park.
Visitors would just drive by this. A handout
with bus times and parking instructions
should be made up. Buses and large
vehicles should drop off passengers and
park elsewhere in Hinton. No green space
should be converted to parking. There is
enough. It just needs to be managed.
Not impacting the people who have
purchased and live in those houses, would
decrease property value. Option 5 would
need good signage to recreational area and
washrooms. Couldn’t you use more than
one option?
I feel that the impact on the house closest to
the apartment on the right side looking at the
Boardwalk will be heavily impacted.
Lights for around parking areas
Encourage trail path connectivity in town so
people dont have to drive
14




I don't feel there is any additional parking
needed.
N/A



Only potential issues would be conflicts with
exiting residential parking, depending on the
number of visitors

Have we missed anything about parking? (Is there something else that should be considered?)
















Yes, let's establish a bus-loading spot on
Collinge by the mailbox in front of Maxwell
Lake apartments. The few buses I have
seen don't know what to do and some try to
drive into dead end Sutherland Dr. road or
thru maxwell apartments parking lot.....both
of these are undesirable. Our website
needs to promote the parking and google
maps needs to show the parking for
beaverboardwalk as well.
As above, the fact that many of these
residences are backing on to beautiful green
space. This would be ruined by a parking lot.
No
using combination 4,5, and 6 all together
Some for small traffic and some for large
(bus or motorhomes)
nope
no
I've spoken to several of my friends in the
community who do not know this survey
exists. Before choosing a parking location
that would have a huge impact on residents
in the area (Collinge/Reimer), I feel that a
door-to-door survey for residents who will be
affected by these changes is vital. Changes
should be made with input from the
community members who will be most
impacted!
No
No
Your plan will attract more tourists. This site
is too sensitive to have that much foot traffic.
Your parking locations will affect the
hydrology of the area and therefore the lake
and wetland itself. More vehicles means
more dangerous toxic materials will enter
the aquatic environment.
your map is wrong, Mountain street is
labelled Reimer drive making it all confusing
Yes, consider that we have a transit service
which can pick up visitors at many locations
around town with RV parking and deliver
them within walking distance to the
Boardwalk. Perhaps a special stop right at
the Boardwalk access? We are DAILY
users of the Maxwell Lake trail system and
Beaver Boardwalk. This "parking area"














should be well away from the wetland, or not
at all! The Visitor Information Center is
doing a great job at directing visitors there,
perhaps a shuttle from there 2x per day
would solve the parking problem?
Impacts on residential homes are significant.
there is also no parking for larger units like
campers and motorhomes. For larger units,
the east end of Maxwell Lake is the best
option
washrooms at #2 location
Before producing this draft you should have
gone to at least some of the local people
who would be affected by your potential
parking areas to get a feel for residents
thoughts. Some of your choices are
ridiculous, this coming from a long time
resident who does not even live near these
parking areas. Common sense was totally
lacking in whoever identified the majority of
these parking areas. The Mormon Church
has a large paved parking lot in an ideal
location on Mountain Street. It generally sits
empty throughout most of the week.
Potentially, the Town could lease the
parking space at times when the church has
no need for the parking lot. If this lease were
written to significantly benefit the church
economically it would solve the parking lot
requirements in a beneficial way for the
environment and the nearby residents.
N/A
The fact that by adding these additions will
encroach on the beavers territory and
destroy the marshland. It will also add noise
and garbage to an otherwise peaceful and
quite neighbourhood
Fire pit near the access to the lake for ice
skaters to utilize and keep warm while
enjoying the outdoors
Other users (bike park, disc golf). There is
lots of parking available on Eaton (across
from town hall). We recommend that area
for bike park visitors, especially those with
RVs
Yes, you should be considerate of the
property owners in the area, the board walk
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was intended to be a natural space, not a
paved parking lot!
we should ensure that we are using existing
cleared space - not clearing important
wildlife habitat
Better signage of parking places for people
out of town
Not that I can think of.
No
Lighting
No
No
Save the tax payers money and keep the
boardwalk as natural as possible. This is
what attracts people to the boardwalk and
walking trails.
Back off on developing this area.
I have not seen any concern about the
potential number of visitors to Maxwell Lake.
I fear it will become an overrun tourist
destination.
Encourage parking at Hinton bike park and
Griffiths Ford area
Don't pave paradise and put up a parking lot
Not bothering current residents and signed
very obvious and well.
Parking places for this area should not be
close to residences...with the numbers of
people visiting very disruptive for
homeowner (s).
Increased light pollution for anyone living
near by
Consider that parking should not become a
major concern. People can walk a short
distance to access the trails.
There should also be consideration given to
the Reimer Dr site at the east end of
Maxwell Lake
No
No
No
Keep the parking spaces gravel not
pavement. More environmentally friendly.
No
No. Just no new roads. There are plenty of
areas that only need to be paved.
your map could have used place names
instead of numbers, and shown the borders
of the town owned land, map very hard to
read on the computer.
To utilize parking spaces north of collinge
would require some sort of 'trail' to connect
the parking to the lake/boardwalk. There are



















sidewalks, but a clear path that creates a
mental bridge between parking and
destination could be useful.
An actual parking lot is very needed
lots, do some maintenance, keep it clean.
Keep it simple. Dont over build. Use
volunteers. More money spent doing
something rather than useless surveys.
Don't add additional parking. Please leave
this area alone.
n/a
HDGA is planning a parking lot...perhaps a
partnership could be forged
Is going to take away the natural beauty of
this area. Could you Leave this QUIET,
MAGIC place as is, PLEASE!
Yes - the reason for doing this. This is an
environmental area - a place for people to
experience nature and learn. This is closer
to a swamp than a lake - boats will scare the
the wild life away. We have a park down at
the riverfront to launch boats and share fire
pits . Spend the money at the Athabasca
Riverfront - an existing area.
Disabled access
I am sure you have already heard this but
please don't pave paradise and put up a
parking lot. Nobody in this community wants
an amusement park in our backyard. This
trail and boardwalk system functions the
way it was designed to, with minimal
environmental impact in exchange for
access for people to learn about and value
this fragile natural area.
Parking 2,3 home owners bought those
homes expecting it to be not developed.
Also these parking areas would disrupt
wildlife,trails already in place.
Do not convert the green lawn at the
southwest corner of lake by the picnic tables
to parking. This is a bad idea and would
leave a heavy / unnecessary and not natural
footprint, introduce traffic noise to the
peaceful lake environment and crowd the
area.
Tourism and buses? Can these people
cross the road safely in option 5? Also, I
have to say, the whole reason I love the
boardwalk is because it’s quiet and I can get
there from my house and it’s not perfect.
This isn’t an ideal spot for a tourist
destination, it’s a local attraction enjoyed by
locals and doesn’t need to be made into
some extravagant Recreation attraction.
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I think more parking spaces need to be
made available, but maybe only under 10....
keep it reasonable.
Yes all of the hassles and enforcement and
maintenance that comes with more parking
lots. Will these operational considerations be
increased?





Not that I can think of
No
Please Don't Clear anything for parking, in
the words of Joni Mitchel..Pave paridise and
put up a parking lot

Do you have any additional comments you would like to share about the potential parking
locations?













Let us not build too much parking, parking
on adjacent streets is available. A friends of
Beaverboard walk group could be asked to
patrol area for some peak parking problems
(like driveway blocking!!)
I am not a Whisky Jack club member, but
enjoy birding. Please do not disturb any
current habitat. The beauty of the location is
its natural state. I see most birds near the
Maxwell Lake apt access and the first loop
to the right.
No
It does not have to be a single area. Make it
easy for 43 passenger buses and big motor
homes to know where to go and how to get
in and out.
Please ensure adequate cross walks - lots
of existing pedestrian traffic and kids. The
area is great because of easy you can get
off of paved trails and into the "wilderness"
DONT TAKE THAT AWAY Also don't
waste your money on this - We need a
proper pool!!
needs to be signed well for tourists and easy
access to bb and have outhouse and
garbage
no
I would be EXTREMELY disappointed if
parking locations 1 or 2 were chosen. I live
on upper Collinge. Parking location 1 is a
great open field that many members of our
community use - people play games, fly
kites, and kids ride their bikes on the road
around that field. Parking location 2 would
drastically change the landscape of the trail
behind the upper Collinge homes. Using that
field for vehicle/RV parking would take away
a huge area of green space, not to mention
increase noise congestion for the residents.
Individuals who live on Collinge and back on
to the green space chose to purchase these
homes (for a pretty price) in order to enjoy
the green space and trails behind their




















homes. I for one love seeing people walking
the trails behind my home, and could not
imagine having to watch cars drive back and
forth instead. I believe parking location 2 is
the worst option, with location 1 not far
behind.
Parking is very restricted for those that do
not live close by
No
Existing parking lots only please.
It is never full, don't see a reason to upgrade
The less paving in the area the better
Parking should be where it will not disturb
residential areas. Many people purchased
their homes because of the adjacent natural
areas. Parking should not be directly
adjacent to sensitive wetlands and wildlife
habitat.
that it's design reflect the natural area. less
is more! nothing extravagant.
Would not even entertain 1, 2 or 3. Way too
much impact on homeowners, taking away
green space that children use. 2 & 3 would
dramatically impact homeowners.
Definitely not area 1. Ridiculous suggestion.
You have previously identified Maxwell as a
wildlife sensitive area, and yet #2, 3, 4, 7 & 9
would all impact negatively on Maxwell
Lake.
Please don’t put a parking lot in between
trails or too far into the natural area such as
number 2. This would ruin the area and be
an eye sore. I typically run by that area and
love that it feels like I’m away from the
hustle and bustle and the buildings. It’s
nature, keep it that way. People should walk
the little bit extra to experience this, not ruin
it for others because they want to drive right
to it.
Leave it the way it is
I think they are BRUTAL!
no - RV parking will always be an issue - all
the access is residential areas
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We love the boarwalk and use it all the time.
Proximity to the lake should be top concern.
Not damaging the wetland should also be
important.
No
Some are way to far out some will be
extremely costly
No
I think we should keep the scale of access to
Maxwell Lake as it is.
Again. Additional parking is only a problem
when there is a larger event going on by the
lake. Not a big enough problem to spend
money on more parking. Utilize the areas
we have.
No.
I would rather simply advise tourists that
parking is limited than open up the area to
increased traffic.
The parking areas should not interfere with
the neighbourhood parking of residents.
Do not try to create a tourist attraction in a
neighborhood. We get no benefit - in fact
resident's enjoyment is reduced and out
taxes go up to pay for all these
improvements and expansion and liability
concerns.
No
How many people can this recreation area
really support? Hinton does not need
another giant parking lot that sits empty 99%
of the time.
I live on Reimer Drive, beside the access
and parking has never been a problem.
People are able to got to the trail and most
people come on foot to bike, walk, jog.
Need to confirm and install the one across
form the bike park ASAP
Do a better job promoting visitors to use the
parking lot off of Robb Road to access
Maxwell Lake and enjoy the short walk to
the lake.
Could an arrangement be made with
Maxwell Lake Apartments to continue using
their unused parking spaces. Would rent
paid to MLA be cheaper than parking lot
construction elsewhere?
Please include signage and
recycling/garbage cans

























No
Location 1 doesn’t make sense. People will
not walk 2 blocks to access a park.
you need to consider what will happen with
the overflow parking, if it is popular tourists
will park anywhere and this can cause
problems and resentment from locals
Parking on Collinge Road is a nightmare.
Someone is going to get seriously hurt or
killed. EXTREMELY busy area. Also it is
very congested during summer hours and
the buses that transport mine workers use
this route constantly. ITS DANGEROUS.
Move the parking to a different location.
no
no
n/a
Please respect the existing trails and wildlife
areas
PLEASE, just aware people of the possible
hazards of the trail and to use it “ At your
own risk”. Just improve maintenance effort
and repairs sequence. That would be
ENOUGH
This is Hinton - where people enjoy and
appreciate nature and look for ways to
exercise by walking in NATURAL areas.
No
Leave it alone!!!!!
Development around Robb Road locations
could be combined with the new Bighorn
Trail bike park.
Repair the boardwalk first then worry about
parking
Do not convert green space to parking.
Parking is adequate. It just needs to be
managed.
None are ideal
Please post a public response on how the
current parking or potential issues have
been studied.
No
No
Don't pick #2. That is too close to the
wetlands. On that note I hope biologists
have been asked about this project and if it
will affect wildlife and the wetlands.
Wetlands are some of the most important
land that we have.
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Proposed Enhancements
What do you love about the proposed enhancements? (What excites you about it?)



















Like idea for asphalt trail around lake for
improved accessibility
Not much, except maybe the bird watching
screens. WE CLEARLY DON'T HAVE A
NATURAL AREA VISION for this site....it is
feeling more like CENTRAL PARK--NEW
YORK. Let's tell the engineers to stop
thinking like engineers, and simply
preserve the natural area as is. NO FIRE
PITS, NO GATEWAYS (except entrance
signs), NO PAVEMENT, NO URBAN
THINKING...make it an amazing
NATURAL SPACE AREA with
interpretation panels and a chance to
enjoy nature the natural way.
Not much, actually.
firepits, picnic tables
I love the day use areas...fire pits,
Washrooms..... All great ideas!!
That the trails will be connected once
again.
Nothing!! - I have 2 young kids 2 and 4, we
use these trails several times a week
(biking, walking, and hiking). The only
improvement i could see is some more
garbages (at the beginning so they can be
cleaned easily, and some trail
maintenance (snow/ice)Paved trails are
great to access shopping, connect areas of
the town not to put in the bush. This town
has so many opportunities to create
connectivity, that should be priority.
parking, washrooms
Not much... will not be used
upgrades to the boardwalk! I use the
boardwalk every day and cannot wait for
the main bridge to be repaired. It is such a
great environment.I also like idea 6 having more walking trails in that area.
I am disturbed, NOT excited by what I see
The original purpose of the area has been
disregarded
Nothing. The boardwalk needs some
repairs but otherwise the whole place is in
great shape. Any new development will
increase the pressures on this very
sensitive wetland.
Nothing
I'm not crazy about this slanted question.
More trails is good.





























access and picnic areas, washrooms
Improved parking that reduces
infringement on residential areas.
Enhanced wheelchair accessable trails on
a modest paved trail system
i prefer more attention to these 2 locations,
the north & south lake locations have
enhanced picnic areas, low lighting &
modest, clean washrooms.
Not much, maybe a picnic area and fire pit
at #2 would be good. The rest should
remain as is.
Absolutely nothing
Nothing
ALMOST NOTHING!!!!
Not a lot. I just want the boardwalk to be
maintained.
Nothing
That the boardwalk will remain open The
park at the main gateway
Nothing in fact , I am quite disappointed
with these proposed changes.
additional facilities like picnic tables and
washrooms (and waste bins?)
Boardwalk as it exists will get upgrading
it looks like the town is investing in this
important tourist attraction
Ashphalt for wheelchair and little kids able
to bike there.
Day use area
More signage explaining habitat and
animals; more washroom facilities;
educational hubs; nature play area;
accessible loop
I love the boardwalk as it is in it's more
natural state. Too much development may
ruin the experience
I think this would open up the system to
more handicap visitors.
I love the educational aspect, better
parking, more developed, better access.
The addition of fire pits and designated
day use areas. This allows for folks to
enjoy the area more than just walking
through
This entire project is fantastic and I hope it
happens. The paved circuit is very
exciting!
Room to picnic more parking
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Everything excites me about maxwell like,
love family walks and when family comes
to down we go there to show them
I don't love the enhancements. They will
wreck the peace and quiet of this area.
Nothing excites me about the
enhancements. Fix the minor issues on
the boardwalk, and leave the area in its
natural state. There is already too much
boardwalk going on.
Asphalt circuit for disalbed access
Nothing! You are overrunning a sensitive
habitat and turning it into an urban
playground. Ducks and birds nest here and
everything proposed above will negatively
impact the wildlife.
Formalizing Reimer Drive greenspace.
Improving connectivity.
I am concerned, not excited. There is too
much happening. Cut back on some of the
enhancements and stay as close to nature
as possible.
I do not love it at all. Leave it rustic and
natural. That is what I already love.
The repairs to the boardwalk.
Personally, I am not excited. Why would
you want to take an area like Maxwell Lake
and turn it into some state of the art park?
It is better served as the natural area that it
is. We need to preserve what few natural
areas we have left. I have always been
grateful that I have such an area to enjoy
out my "back" door. I am not in favor of
development.
Potential for remediation of areas that
have been damaged by unmanaged
recreation / visitation. The idea that this will
make it easier for tourists to navigate the
park.
North day use area
I like the asphalt loop, which is accessible,
also the picnic/barbecue area
#1 and 2 need to happen to properly
service the area!!
Opposed to the proposed enhancements.
Overkill on development which will
severely take away from the quiet nature
haven we love.
I like them all
I like the idea of day use areas. I like the
idea of an ashpault circuit.
I love all of these ideas
The more family activity areas planned.
Connecting trails






















More access and outside family space
main gateway and upgrades to hmba
parking lot, also we need a disc golf
parking lot on the other side of robb road.
Day use areas are a great idea, but the
one on the south side is a bad idea,
interfers with mountain biking and people
wont walk very far with their picnic stuff, so
just keep the day use areas on the north
side if the lake
#6 is something that adds to the area and
community. The rest seem incremental.
Day use and interpretive areas - good for
camps, schools, youth groups etc.
I love the improvements. An actual
parking lot would be amazing!! The firpits
concern me because it is a forested area
and has the potential for forest fire. Ut
overall a fantastic plan!! Well done!!
Nothing! Who said we wanted all this
development? Not many is suspect
Nothing
Hinton has no large park and needs one
badly.
That we are not shutting down the access
to Maxwell Lake
I like the idea of a paved walkway
These enhancements do not excite me,
but actually make me very nervous about
maintaining the natural integrity of Maxwell
Lake. I pushed my children around the
lake in a double stroller; we explored the
trails and followed our 'stick boats' down
the creek; they road on training wheels,
then moved on to help with the
construction of the bike park. We are Daily
users of the trails. We have evenly
purchased a home which backs on to the
trail system. Our desire is to retire and
grow old on the trails!
Not exciting at all... there are other lakes
more suitable for this project. Not here
PLEASE!
nothing. I would like to see what is already
there maintained or replaced. Repairs
have not been done on the boardwalk and
now at least two major pieces have been
removed due to deterioration.
The asphalt walkway would be nice for
handicapped residents.
Nothing. Nothing.
Absolutely nothing, Maxwell Lake must be
kept the way it is. It is a small wetland and
the area cannot sustain more people
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tramping around. What is proposed is only
suitable for a large lake.
Nothing!
I would like to know who these
enhancements are for. We have lived on
Reimer Drive since we built our home
here. We were part of the volunteer force
that helped build the boardwalk and have
shovelled, cleared and done incidental
repairs around the structures and walked
the trails almost every day of all those
years. We love to visit with the people that
come from all over the world to enjoy this
natural setting that serves to educate and
provide access for people who might not
ordinarily seek out this kind of experience.
Everything about this plan would diminish
that experience. Those of us that live
beside it and those that come from across
the globe to visit it value this ecosystem
because of it's peaceful, respectful
interface between human and natural
habitats. These "improvements" would
destroy that.
Robb road development access
more places to bbq and sit with friends
Nothing. This plan will result in a modern
urban park. These kinds of developments
are usually installed to introduce a green
area into an urban environment. This plan
does the opposite and will turn a green
area into an urban area. This level of
development is not appropriate for a
community wetland. It will be destroyed.
"Not much to be honest
Maybe some accessibility, I sometimes
find it difficult to access the boardwalk with
a stroller "
I am against the proposed enhancements WAY too much development - not needed
and can actually ruin what makes the
Boardwalk so desirable at the moment.











Never mind the expense. I don't with all
this development at all.
Outdoor exercise equipment, illumination,
BBQ and Fire Pits are under utilized and
are a waste of money, waste of operating
funds/manpower and detract from the
natural beauty of the Lake. Contact other
municipalities about how under utilized all
of these facilities are. Literally no one uses
them and why are we introducing potential
fire into residential areas when we are
under a growing threat of wildfire. Why
illuminate these areas to encourage use in
late hours in residential areas and detract
from natural dark skies?
The handicap access.
I don't feel improvements are needed.
The avian interpretive zone most excites
me. Also paved trails with potential
workout equipment (I have seen these trail
systems with outdoor equipment in city
parks in Nelson BC and thought it was a
great idea
Nothing - it is TOO elaborate. The
boardwalk should be sustainable and safe.
we don't need a lot of other fluff, that will
disrupt the wildlife and ruin the area that is
the reason people like visiting in the first
place. I would only add a few picnic tables
(were that fire pit is already), and update a
bathroom.
Fishing, boating, swimming? How absurd!
As much as we love Maxwell "Lake" it is a
slough, there are no fish, no one in their
right mind would swim in it. Boating,
seriously? Read Beth McCallum's letter in
the paper and follow her advise. The
paved path does make sense to allow
those with disabilities to enjoy the area.
Don't go overboard as the town workers
cannot + do not do much in the way of
repairs. To far to walk for coffee break.

What needs to be improved about the proposed enhancements? (What could be adjusted to make
it better?)




Boat Launch at south day use doesn’t
make sense – no access to it
Main gateway very limited parking today.
Will residents unfairly be singled out by
bylaw for street parking over 24 hours
Access and logic for asset development
please





Main Gateway – what consideration for
wetland impacts. Have any wetland
assessment been planned or completed?
Main Gateway – not enough room for both
potential parking and the proposed
enhancements
Boardwalk section between gravel and the
gravel at southeast side of Maxwell should
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be wider than 1.8 so bikes and dog
walkers can pass
See number 5
You are trying to turn a natural wetland
into an all-purpose park. Lots of noise and
traffic=no wildlife. I think you have totally
missed the concept of a wildlife
habitat=quiet, peaceful.
No RV/ bus parking. Buses/ RVs can park
for short term on Collinge by the mailboxes
in front of the apartments. A parking lot
will ruin the natural beauty of the park and
the residences nearby. Also no boat
launch. Maxwell Lake is a swamp and
people don't want to canoe on it when
there are so many better places nearby.
This money could be used in other areas
of improving the town.
Nothing
Seriously, the boardwalk does not need a
boat launch on the south side. What is
special about the boardwalk is its low key
aspect. Do make it safe, allocate
resources to yearly maintenance. Most of
it Is in a wetland, it will heave and shift.
Over engineering it to go below frost or to
bedrock is a capital expense. Do not pave
a section of it! Over developing as
proposed will change the character of it!
See above..
na
nothing
NO boat launch. Maxwell is such a small
lake, it is easily enjoyed by the great trail
we already have that circles the lake. I
cannot imagine the reason why we would
need to introduce a boat launch into this
lake - which is a key habitat for ducks,
beavers and many other wildlife! I
completely disagree with this portion of the
potential enhancements.
Reduce many of the so called
enhancements Boat launch, fire pits,
outdoor exercise equipment not necessary
Many modifications need to be made to
reduce the budget and eliminate
environmental concerns and to address
citizens concerns with these plans. Many
residents do not want such a drastic
change to this special place. It was built by
the people, for the people, not for visitors.
Needs to be scaled way back. This is a
small pond, not Jarvis lake.











too much development, it seems like will
end up like Mill Lake in Abbotsford, instead
of a nature area.
no asphalt, no bus and RV parking
Boat launches, extra barbecues and
illumination are unnecessary and adding a
bit too much urbanization to this location. A
modest paved trail that provides access
should be the upper limit of this approach.
good strong natural construction materials.
in other words, less brick and steel. a little
but not to much lighting (light pollution)
All we need is the boardwalk and
interpretive areas to be safe and that's it.
No enhancements necessary, just
repairsSimpliciaty
Leave the area as a natural beauty. Why
do you want to make it look like a
downtown city park?
Most of the proposed enhancements
should NOT be put in. Only the following
should be done: Site # 1 - Regrass the
damaged areas in the green space, place
two or three picnic tables and the existing
bench in a more attractive location away
from the garbage can, improved signage
and maps of the hiking trails and improved
information on the wildlife. As this is a
prime breeding area for songbirds,
hummingbirds, amphibians and waterfowl
the trail leading out onto the lake beneath
the lookout should be removed, and the
trail leading along the south side of
Maxwell Lake should be removed from the
green space to the first bench on the
boardwalk. Site #2 - Improved stairway
leading down to the lake for access to
winter skating with a small warming hut
nearby; three attractive picnic tables
nearby surrounding a small fire circle; trail
signage and information of the nearby
wildlife, including the sensitivity of the year
long and migrating wildlife; signs
prohibiting motorized water craft of any
sort as well as using drones needs to be
installed; the installation of hand sanitizers
in the existing washroom. As this property
crosses private land the Town should be
purchasing at a fair price this land that the
public is currently using. Site #3 - If
anyone from ISL had actually visited this
area they would have seen that all these
amenities are already there. Two things
could be added: hand sanitizers in the
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existing washrooms and a trail sign
indicating how to get to Maxwell Lake.
Site #4 - This is shocking overdevelopment
in a sensitive wildlife area, NOTHING
needs to be added here. Note: As a cancer
and kayaker, it is clearly evident that no
boat docks are required on this small lake.
Site #5 - I repeat, this a a sensitive wildlife
area - overkill once again - NOTHING once
again needs to be added here. Site #6 NOTHING again. Local bird watchers know
that this is a lovely place to view bog
vegetation and is NOT a prime bird spot.
This suggestion once again demonstrates
the ignorance of the local setting by those
who developed this proposal - which would
be laughable if it were not for the money
that be spent using such inappropriate
plans. As it is, this proposal is
preposterous and looks to me like for ISL
to pad their pockets at Hinton taxpayers
expense. Site #7 - to repeat NONE of this
should be put in place. Smoothing the
trails with crushed sand, as was originally
installed on the Town walking trails and the
Gulley Trail 2 years ago, from Maxwell
Lake apartments to #7 on the map is all
that should be done. Being a physical
education teacher, there is no place in this
setting for outdoor exercise equipment, nor
for an inline skating trail. Handicapped
people for years have used the existing
trails for years - as we locals know. Site
#8 - Smooth the area, install 2 benches
and 2 picnic tables and some minor
signage. A garbage can should be
installed along the main town trail at the
exit to this site.
I don’t want asphalt. I like the trails
because they are trails.
Keep them away from residential areas, it’s
one of the reasons why a lot of ppl live in
that area
Parking
Spend the money you would use for the
enhancements to ensure the physical
structure of the existing Boardwalk &
pathways are secure & safe, at all times. A
fund for regular maintenance be
established that is used strictly for the
upkeep of the Boardwalk & pathways.
don't put bbq pits
Eliminate the playground at Reimer, no
need for firpits, no need to pave, use good




















gravel and pack it and then all can utilize
trails, No boat launch at south end.
Boating on this lake should not be
encouraged but not outlawed either
1. No boat launch - the lake is used by
breeding birds all summer!!! ducklings, and
also for frogs for spawning. Having boats
or canoes on it will drive the wildlife away
2. Leave the trail around the lake as gravel
not asphalt. the trail is not plowed or
shoveled. Gravel at least adds some grip
during winter (and now!) when the paths
are icy 3. Focus in one or two areas, not
all. This is way too big and too much - why
not also put some effort into the waterfront
park which is empty green space and is
not important wildlife habitat
Keep boardwalk. Budget for maintenance.
It is one of the most popular places in
town. Many school programs use it and
families. It’s always busy and gets people
outside. Maybe a boat launch?
There should be no asphalt at all. it should
be left natural. Also, there are too many
day use areas. The Beaver Boardwalk and
Maxwell Lake area is beautiful because it
is a natural environment.
Not sure.
I'm concerned about maintaining the
natural look and feel of being close to
nature with a paved trail. How many tree's
would be destroyed to install pavement?
I'm for fully developing the facility to
include, better parking, all access,
educational components etc.
Remove all boat launches. The lake is not
large enough for boats of any kind and
would disturb the habitat significantly
I would like to some kind of video security
in potentionaly high crime areas of the
project, example, parking lot.
Nothing it to over the top
I take it in stride
Scale back the project! This is way too
much development.
Keep the area simple and natural. The
beauty of the boardwalk is the wild flowers,
birds and forest. This is what attracts
people to the boardwalk. Not a man made
concrete sidewalk.
Stop development. 6%+ tax increase
proposed and we are spending on growing
this park? Crazy.
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The Maxwell Lake Area is wonderful as is.
It should be maintained with it's wild rustic
feel, not turned into an urban park.
keep BBQ's but remove fire pits, could be
a safety hazard in a residential area with
fires not being extinguished properly.
Especially with the increased number of
dead trees due to pine beetle
No BBQ or firepits any where. These are
never used in reality and only serve as
obstacles to work around (operations) or to
hit. There will likely be no bylaw or town
staff to make sure fires are out and more
importantly we dont want to encourage
interface fire potential. Unsupervised fire
near residential is just a bad idea all
around. Trails do not specify how they
are going to be built. Will the be built by a
professional trail builder or by town staff?
There is a big difference.
This area means a lot to my family
because of the flora and fauna. Any
changes that are made need to be subtle
and unobtrusive. Maxwell Lake is a small
Lake so many of the proposed changes
could be very taxing on the area.
Leave it the same. Put up "use at your own
risk" signs
Don't get too carried away. Just simple
maintenance and fixes. The boardwalk as
is is what makes it an attraction
No in favor of enhancements...
This seems mostly excessive. I have not
heard many people express a desire for an
asphalt path around maxwell lake. I don't
think where the avian interpretation zone is
attracts the most birds or the best bird
viewing. I would like to see all the EA done
considering this is an environmentally
sensitive area before supporting any
changes to maxwell lake.
Omit the main gateway. You are making
something that is not required. A nature
playground exists by just walking further
into the forest. We have washrooms at the
other end. Fire pits are a hazard and
smoke inhalation for residents living
nearby who wish to sleep with open
windows is not good. Boat launch worked
well at north end. Maintain what we have.
It’s nature people are after not a man
made playground.
1. Need to include the whole bike park in
the MLRA. 2. #7 Asphalt circuit needs to























be a full loop around the lake, this is
probably the most important trail loop in
the whole system and a full loop only
works.
The only improvement I support is the
wheelchair circuit around the lake but not
asphalt. We have ice 12 months (summer
mornings) of the year and hard packed
gravel with sand (no salt) boxes in shady
areas would work. Reserved handicap
parking off of Reimer Drive could be an
option.
Nothing
I don't know if there's a need for washroom
facilities on the far side of the lake. I think
exercise equipment would be under
utilized and vandalized.
Keep it as natural as possible
No boat dock. The lake should be left
alone so as not to disturb the wildlife and
lake life.
Keep the beaver boardwalk
I think one or two is fine. It's nice to have
quieter areas
keep the day use areas on the north side
of the lake and abandon the south side
one.
Be safe and smart about the firepit designs
Scale it back. Do some maintenance for
starters. Ditch these grandiose plans.
Taxpayers will revolt.
Why change what is existing? Can it not
be left alone? Leaving it more natural &
less populated is better.
not too sure
The most important thing is to improve and
/ or maintain the beaver boardwalk. The
rest of the suggestions should be only
looked at after the boardwalk is looked
after.
Please provide ONLY the necessary
maintenance on the existing infrastructure
(gravel trails, boardwalk, viewing platforms
and observation towers).
Just the necessary maintenance and
repairs... only!
Scrap the proposals and stick with the
area as is with maintenance.
Turning the area into a tourist attraction
will negatively affect all the people who
pay lots of tax dollars to live in a nice
neighborhood. I'm sure when people
signed a mortgage for +$500,000 they
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didn't think they would have an RV lot in
their backyard.
Keep it as is and just make repairs. It is the
rustic nature of the boardwalk that makes it
so attractive. Keep it mainly for Hinton
residents not like some Disney theme park.
Repair the boardwalk that is there and
forget about all these ridiculous
enhancements. There is already a lack of
maintenance at Maxwell Lake. How could
all these enhancements be maintained?
Are you serious? Maxwell Lake and
environs represents a sensitive wetland.
Why do you think destroying this area by
turning it into an urban recreation area is in
any way, shape or form a good proposal?
The structure of the boardwalk itself
functions the way it was designed to with
regular repairs to pilings and surfaces
using materials and practices that are
sensitive to the environment. Money has
been assigned in municipal budgets over
the years. What was it used for? Little or
no maintenance has been done and the
result is a hazardous and shabby example
of neglect. It does not need to be rebuilt. It
needs to be repaired. The existing
structure would not be subject to new
requirements or bureaucratic restrictions.
In all the years of its existence, even
during the construction and even in its
neglected state, have you had any legal
challenges to the Beaver Boardwalk? How
do these proposed enhancements protect
you from liability. How do other
communities handle these issues around
manmade lakes and aquatic feature in
residential areas?
#8 consider the wildlife, home owners
privacy
All of it is a bad idea. This report should be
shelved or given to Calgary where it could
be implemented to restore a rundown













urban space. The architect could even get
an award!
Honestly, this is really out of touch with the
sentiment and vision of the people who
created this boardwalk. It’s a place to bring
community together not a tourist trap. It’s
about enjoying nature and feeling like
you’re in it. How is this going to be
patrolled and monitored especially at
night? Who is going to maintain these
enhancements? Who are they intended for
- tourists? No local I’ve talked to (and it’s
been lots) has any excitement or
enthusiasm about this plan
In my opinion, just choose one area to put
in SOME enhancements - that's it perhaps picnic area, re firepit - has to be
completely away from any trees so can
only be by the apartments & is that a good
spot, really? I don't agree any boat
launches as the Lake the isn't really that
big and what the birds and beavers - don't
want them to feel stressed. Leave their
habitat alone.
It needs to be minimalized to make it
realistic. Take away these large budget
items, keep it rustic, there are ways to
make this enduring without paving and
zambonis and illuminated parking lots and
BBQ pits.
Not as many picnic areas and washrooms.
Keep parking and day use areas out of the
sensitive wetland areas.
I’m not sold on a boat launch... given the
size of the lake, even a few non-motorized
watercrafts could have a disruptive impact
on wildlife
Decrease the scale of this project. This is
about Nature and enjoying the boardwalk
and wetlands. These places need to be
protected, not have enhancements added
around them.

Have we missed anything with the enhancements? (Is there something else that should be
considered?)


No, you have way too much incorporated
that takes the site away from it's natural
concept. Fred Munn and others from the
1990 town trail committee would be turning
in their graves over some of these
suggestions which move the site in a nonnatural direction!!!



I have no opinion about the bike park area,
as I do not use it. I also do not use the
further trails for biking and jogging, so I
cannot address these matters. I DO talk to
a lot of tourists throughout the summer.
They come to see nature - not have a fire
and play center. Create that somewhere
else.
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The beaver boardwalk is already a great
place to go and a popular place in Hinton.
Other than adding a few picnic tables and
firepits, I don't feel this project with benefit
our community. The money should be used
in an area that will actually benefit the
residents and increase tourism like mountain
biking.
No
Way overboard!
Again we need a pool!! not this.
garbages
no
Yes you have disregarded the ORIGINAL
purpose of the sit
How will all this change effect the longevity
of the lake and wetland and the presence of
the species that live there. Noise
disturbance has not been considered;
lighting will affect insects and nocturnal
species; sticklebacks in the lake may be lost
if there is garbage or waste affecting water
quality; trampling banks and beds of the lack
and waterways for amenities will disturb
lower order flora and fauna (small animals
and sensitive plants) - the reasons we all
love going to the boardwalk
Consider wildlife habitat. Consider high cost
for these items.
Not all development is good.
Please consider that this is a "natural area"
please do not make it into an un-natural
landscaped concrete jungle. Please leave it
natural! Do not disurb the wetlands and
wildlife habitat! It is a special place, keep it
that way!!!!
can't think of anything, at this point
Trying to make it something it isn't.
Simplicity is most attractive
Yes, you missed the entire reason the
Maxwell Lake area is popular. Because it is
natural! I say no fire pits, picnic areas, paved
trails, lights, trash cans, etc. Just maintain
the boardwalk.
You have missed the big picture! This is a
small sensitive, prime birding, amphibian
and waterfowl area loved by many in the
Town of Hinton as it is. It is also enjoyed by
many tourists, including handicapped
guests, as it is. There are issues with
improving the safety of the boardwalk in
some areas and some minor enhancements
would upgrade this area. Asking for input
without supplying costs associated for these












enhancements is a withholding of important
information. As well, the cut and paste
appearance of the recurring enhancements
demonstrates an unprofessional
appearance, which is demeaning to the
citizens of Hinton. Having a close relative is
overseeing a $4 ooo ooo reclamation
project, and knowing the time, exact costing,
thoroughness and professionalism he puts
into it, this survey and proposal are a
disgrace. I have already let the Town of
Hinton officials know. Fortunately, for you,
most people in Hinton won't take the time to
thoroughly examine the details of this
proposal, however, among our circle of
friends, we are both shocked and appalled
at what you have provided. You may be
laughing and scoffing yourselves and
pondering the money you will make on this,
but we will be doing all we can to protect a
beautiful little lake and our pocket books
from you.
Update trail signs. I typically see a lot of sign
posts out there, but there’s nothing on them.
This proposal is not good for the beavers,
the marshland or the property values and
residents in the area. I feel this will bring
more damage, garbage and noise to the
area that is not needed.
No looks good
Yes you have totally missed understanding
what the purpose of the Beaver Boardwalk
is. It is in fact an opportunity for visitors
young and old to engage with the beautiful
natural surroundings of Hinton. People want
to experience nature not man made
enhancements that take away the natural
beauty of the Boardwalk surroundings.
Picinic areas, more pavement etc are not
natural nor necessary. Visitors enjoy the
quiet solitude a walk around the Boardwalk
& connecting paths offer. No additional
structures , signage or pavement is
necessary. Just ensure what we have now
is structurally sound and safe.
Yes - you have missed the fact that this area
is important because of wildlife viewing.
Pave it, light it, have boats on it, and the
original purpose disappears. Keep it simple,
clean and small. Focus on nature.
More mountain bike trails!
I hope you are planning to restore BOTH of
the lookout towers; they don't seem to be
indicated or listed as amenities.
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I like what I'm seeing.
You over did it
No
Please consider the rustic appeal of the area
now. It does not need all of this
development.
No.
You've missed the entire point of this area.
To bring the urban public into a wild place.
It's not a picnic area, its not a lake for
boating. It is a wetland to visit.
Trail side vegetation management. Cut back
encroaching vegetation, clear downfall and
debris to a natural state - trees limbed and
bucked down to the forest floor, over grown
willows cleared for sightlines.
We cannot improve on nature. I thing it
would be a mistake to throw a lot of money
at a project that would affect a small Lake
and area. Something to remember too is
that, next to man, the beaver is the animal
that changes its environment the most.
While this area is very important to us, we
would like to see upgrades to keep the
Board Walk safe and open to tourists but not
the huge changes that are proposed. Again,
Maxwell Lake is small so we need to tread
lightly.
The primary reason people come is to view
wildlife. More development and more people
= less wildlife. You are going to kill the
goose that lays the golden egg.
Do not change it too much just fix it
Will there be consideration for the animals
that make their home there and how
increased traffic and upgrades will affect
their habitat??
Mainly enforcement. In a town with two
peace officers how are they expected to
follow up on complaints of littering, public
drinking, motorized users, fires during times
of fire ban... attracting people in the way this
plan proposes doesn't focus on the main
value of maxwell lake to the people of
Hinton (small town feel, peaceful, quick get
away after work) and invites issues as I
mentioned above with no way to address
them.
A paved trail??? A good hard packed trail
still works for wheelchairs and strollers.
1. Need to include the whole bike park in the
MLRA. 2. Trail connectivity from the bike
park to the happy creek system




















Current critical issue is that our beaver pond
is currently being drained by someone who
relentlessly is breaking the dam. Since
freeze up (2 months) the beavers have not
been able to access the area being
vandalized. A drained pond puts the beavers
at high risk of starvation and freezing; plus
we would all be guilty of cruelity to animals.
Also, I would be happy if all the closed off
areas and partially torn down structures
were removed. Keep the boardwalk until it
has run it's life course and remove it at that
time. By that time the beavers may have
long died off or moved on because of
depleted food supply.
A picturesque lookout would be nice for
weddings. A "natural playground" could be
included in day use area. They're just big
logs for climbing on/over/under. They're also
nice for taking family/wedding photos.
Maintenance should be done mainly at the
lake side. Signage to Thompson Lake area
as well as continue the boardwalk in that
direction to add to it.
Keep the beaver boardwalk
Parking lot size. Please make sure it's big
enough. Parking on Collinge Road creates
dangerous congestion. Also THE
PARKING LOT NEEDS AMPLE SIGNAGE
TO GET PEOPLE PARKING OFF THE
STREET. Tourists are stupid. Make the
signage dummy proof.
You have missed the entire point. Think
about why there is a beaver boardwalk to
start with. Maintain the vision. Keep is
simple. No disneyland type developments!!
n/a
Please consider that many of the local
Hinton taxpayers, and possible tourists,
LOVE the boardwalk the way it is and are
opposed to any further developments that
do not maintain the natural environment.
Personally, the natural aspect is what I
believe is the most appealing draw to the
area.
Please respect the wildlife and this
neighbourhood, do not destroy our habitat!!!
yes. the purpose for doing this and
environmental respect
Consider starting over.
These proposed enhancements clearly
show a total lack of appreciation of our
beautiful, natural wetland. The area is much
to small to be a major tourist attraction.
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These enhancements will drive away the
nesting birds and possibly the beavers.
What everyone now enjoys will be gone.
You have missed the entire point of how
nature works and what the Boardwalk is
intended for.
Those of us that are the regular users of the
Beaver Boardwalk and the Maxwell Lake
trail systems cannot understand where this
proposal comes from. All that we have been
campaigning for are repairs and
maintenance of the existing structures. I
would reference Beth McCallum's letter to
the editor in the December 6 edition of The
Hinton Voice for the back story of the Hinton
Beaver Boardwalk. I was very disappointed
when I attended the information session at
the Municipal offices to find only one town
staff member with the two ISL
representatives, who have a very vested
interested in seeing this enhanced project
go ahead. I had hoped to speak to some of
the councillors and thought maybe there
would be someone there from Alberta
Environment and Parks to speak to
environmental compliance and regulatory
concerns. I have to say that I found the one
fellow from ISL that I spoke with to be quite
condescending and arrogant and downright
defensive. I had questions about the Avian
Interpretive Zone being in an area away
from the lake where you seldom see birds
and he dismissed my observation. In my
opinion the rebuilding of the boardwalk and
the "enhancement" of the Maxwell Lake
area are not what the residents of Hinton are
asking for and the impact and the cost of
doing so are not justified.
Repair boardwalk first priority, parking and
picnic areas secondary. I don’t see much
usage of lions park picnic area therefore
why develop more areas
I am not sure what the Terms of Reference
was for the plan but this is an inappropriate
development for Maxwell Lake. The natural
environment would be trampled under the
weight of the infrastructure and unknown
levels of visitorship. Fire pits would create a













hazard. There would be a huge amount of
maintenance required which is not
addressed. Shoreline vegetation would be
built over, wildlife would be constantly
disturbed. Already the forest floor
vegetation has been trampled to dirt on the
hill on the north side of the Lake where the 3
memorial benches are placed. I am sure that
Fred Munn would turn over in his grave if he
knew that his bench has caused so much
destruction. Hinton is not Calgary. Maxwell
Lake is not Maligne Lake.
Get in touch with the vibe and meaning of
the beaver boardwalk. Spend some time
talking to the people who actually use it. And
use the money you’ve alloted to put the
viewing sites where I listened to local
musicians and breastfed my children back
up. And perhaps some of it should GO TO A
BETTER POOL!
"Yes, please re-consider doing the proposed
scale of development- what makes our
Boardwalk lovely is just leaving it as natural
as possible - I walk all the trails a lot & I take
my visitors from all the world there - what
they love about it is that it's SO natural don't ruin it.
Yes the aesthetic natural feel of the area will
be lost if this is implemented as presented.
This area is literally in people's back yards.
Increasing the population increases noise
and too much going on there could drive
people away from the peacefulness of
having a nice quiet place to go be in nature.
More garbage bins on the south side of the
lake would be an improvement. Also more
signage around the trails, but also consider
more signage in the streets and
neighborhoods surrounding the boardwalk,
indicating access points and parking.
A Sustainability plan for what we already
have. We need a new bridge, and a budget
for yearly updates on certain areas.
Do not put a boat launch, that would just be
embarassing! Leave the beaver + muskrats
to swim alone. Make a park by all means,
protect our valued nature area. Don't try to
make disneyland!
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Additional Comments
Do you have any additional comments you would like to share about the proposed
enhancements?


















Keep it natural, that means the work of
planning it's future should have been turned
over to natural resource managers, not
engineers. I hope Hinton's new town
manager and town council have the courage
to reestablish the vision for this site as
NATURAL and some EDUCATIONAL AND
PHYSICAL EXERCISE opportunitys, not a
developed and social site for parties and
fires. The Riverside Park site can be
developed for the latter community needs if
Lions Park and Kin park aren't meeting the
demand.
Please don’t ruin a good thing. Just make
the boardwalk safe for walking. Create a
new attraction elsewhere.
Go for it!!! I love it!!
Do not over develop it. We are not Banff!
Keep its rustic character and forest/wetland
interface. Do not develop the south side of
Maxwell lake other than more trails. Think
less capital more maintenance for frost
heaving.
Again I would say my family is a heavy user
of these trails. Keep the trails as is, add
some garbages, and more trail
maintenance.
no
no
I love the idea of enhancing the boardwalk but with enhancements that will not greatly
impact our wildlife.
There is not enough space here for me to go
into detail but I am very disturbed by what I
am seeing. I think the plan will destroy the
are and drive some people away.
Are they all necessary or only a few? Maybe
just one by the main area
Reach out to the people who built it and ask
them for their opinion of this plan. These
creative minds may be critics but I am sure
they are willing to help the town create a
plan that addresses all values and upholds
the integrity of the area.
As a professional forester, I find the ISL plan
to be an embarrassment. No details are
given for costs (which are extremely high
compared with costs that industry would















use). Are the use of local companies
considered for the work? Why are their
$50,000 in mobilization charges in the ISL
budget? How can upgraded gravel path
cost $100,000? That is higher than the cost
to build a forestry road that can support
logging trucks? How did this plan cost
$75,000 so far?
I really think any major changes need to go
to referendum. You need to think of the
people who live here, not just tourists.
Please Please Please keep it natural.
Please do not ruin it. Please do not fix
something that isn't broken! Protect and
maintain what it is, keep it as a legacy for
future generations to appreciate and enjoy!
It should be a natural interpretive area. That
is why it is special!
The boardwalk is an invaluable learning
opportunity in the region and it should be
renewed and protected properly. It should
be well invested in but not urbanized to the
point where ecological integrity of this area
is reduced.
leave the lake alone, no boats. other than
winter skating. as much as possible, leave
it's natural low level usage, more
interpretative, peacefulness. in other words,
the nature, the animals are more a priority
than visitors. all we need here is a bit better
access to visitors, washrooms, that's good
enough!
I don't like them.
Yes, forget this hairbrained idea. The area is
already over-developed as I believe the
Boardwalk is too close to the beaver dam.
Maintain the boardwalk and don't complicate
the area. It is a beautiful, natural area that
should be messed with as little as possible.
Emily, as this is sent to you, I am asking that
you pass this on to ISL. Please let us know
at [removed] that this has been done.
Thanks.
Again, just no asphalt. Leave the trails as
trails. I understand for wheelchair access,
however cement is hard on the joints. And I
could see that being slipperier then the trails
in the winter, so it’s a hazard.
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Money could be better spent to improve the
already existing recreation areas such as
the arena, and fixing up the existing beaver
boardwalk without all the proposed extras.
Such as metal framed boardwalks which
would require less maintenance
I am a home owner on Reimer Dr and am
concerdend about parking
The only enhancements I would like to see
are the addition of a couple of more garbage
cans & a clearly written sign explaining on &
off leash locations for pets.
Keep the integrity of the environment and
support the users. Maybe make it easier for
folks to skate. Help shovel, flood the oval
and put in seasonal fire pit on lake in the
winter
start small, then go big. I walk it every day. It
can get busy but not crazy. Make the
signage better. I met bikers that were very
confused and lost around the boardwalk
because of the poor maps - but were able to
negotiate the kms of HMBA trails without a
problem
I heard there is a proposed boat launch and
RV parking. There should not be any of that.
DON'T OVER-DEVELOP! Site 8 seems
unnecessary to me, as does the outdoor
exercise equipment.
A paved path should be out of the question
so should bus and Rv parking this is a small
area that can not handle the pressure the
improvements would put on it.
Overkill
Fix the existing boardwalk, even if it means
no look out and less boardwalk. Make it
safe and keep it simple. Leave our trails
alone.
Maintain existing facilities. Pave one trail.
Stop all else.
The plan does not seem to capture just how
important wetlands are.
Improve signage, advise walkers about
mountain bikers. Many of these trails exist
because mountain bikers built them but
general trail users forget this fact and act
hostile towards bikes. Signage to highlight
the towns directive that e-bikes are
motorized and therefore not allowed on nonmotorized trails.
Maintain and update the Board Walk and
area so it is safe but a lot of these changes
will effect the area in a negative way.
Bathrooms? There should be one at the
























Reimer side too. The two bathrooms there
are too close together.
Too much tax payers money. Too much
development where it is not needed. Let us
keep our quiet bird watching mecca!
Again, keep it simple and inexpensive. I
think the Town over engineers everything
and it is not necessary.
It will be heartbreaking if the beaver
boardwalk is not maintained or worse yet,
taken out as there was reference to such in
a recent newspaper article. This amazing
walkway is unique and may it not be
replaced by "enhancements".
I would like extended public consult not just
from ISL but from actual TOH employees to
address concerns and priorities of locals.
Hinton is not a tourist town, therefor it seems
fair to target local desires when it comes to
designing recreation areas.
It feels like this proposal just citified a
beautiful natural recreation area. It feels like
whomever designed this is not out in the
outdoors a lot to just be in nature, see it,
smell it and enjoy it.
The parking lots are the most important
parts to this project.
cost vs added value? Picnic areas could be
developed at the Riverside Park with less
impact.
I love the beaver boardwalk and Maxwell
Lake area. My family and I use it every
single day!
No
Keep the beaver boardwalk
I walk the boardwalk every day. Ive met
tourists from Japan and Scotland and
Australia. It's valuable. It should be a priority.
They all want to 'see the beavers'. It's a
phenomenal resource. 7 am weekday
mornings in summer I've met so many
tourists
Great job!!
Reflect what the original intent of this
development was about. That intent made
this place special. Not all the nonsensical
proposals you have made here.
Please don't change this area. Its better for
the wildlife, local residents & natural fauna if
the boardwalks are made safer, but don't
change the land appeal.
no thanks
I LOVE the Maxwell Lake area (trails and
boardwalk) the way it currently exists.
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I have several questions that I wish to have
addressed: It appears that the Town of
Hinton is having difficulty properly
maintaining the existing infrastructure. How
does it plan to maintain further
development? Was this proposal sent to
tender? I understand that several thousand
dollars has already been invested in the
""paperwork"". I am wondering if this is
protocol? Did I miss the initial stages of this
project, or were community member only
consulted AFTER the Planner was given the
Go Ahead?
No more further comments. I hope you
understand our concern regarding our
backyard becoming overwhelming, noisy
and too public...!
stop spending money on plans for
something different and maintain what we
have
I think the Town's focus on developing this
area is greatly misplaced and should focus
on areas that will benefit both citizens and
visitors. If my neighborhood turns into a
tourist trap I will be sure to move to a
different community who cares about it's
citizens.
Hate the idea of paved pathways and
'enhancements'. Please keep the beautiful
boardwalk as it is. Do the repairs. Do not
rebuild, you have done enough damage
already.
The idea of the memorial benches was a
good idea but the areas around the benches
is already being destroyed and is a bare and
dirt-packed. There can be no more benches
put in the area unless some way of
controlling the degradation can be
determined without causing more damage.
Repairing the boardwalk at a reasonable
cost is all that needs to be done to the area.
This proposal is absolute garbage! There
are no redeeming factors for it at all.
The Hinton Beaver Boardwalk is a "quality of
life" asset of our town. A core group of
volunteers had a vision and built almost 3
km. of structures and trails, a legacy that
has been enjoyed by locals and visitors from
around the world. The groundwork has
already been laid, in a footprint that is
respectful of access and sensitive to
ecosystems. It only needs to be repaired
and maintained. We need to determine who
wants the enhancements. Maxwell Lake is















already a "holistic natural recreation area"
which is the stated objective of the outline
plan. I believe that a lot of the proposed
improvements and enhancements will
jeopardize that objective and do not reflect
how this recreation area is used.
Not good timing to introduce this survey in
the years busiest month
I love the boardwalk and taking my
Australian friends and family to see the
beavers up close. It's a fantastic aspect of
this town and I hope to see it restored and
maintained for years to come
I am sad to see that the Town is trying to
exploit this local treasure for questionable
gains. Brutal proposal. Try again when
you’re in touch with the community.
This is a large natural attraction that appeals
to certain visitors. It doesn't have to appeal
and serve to everyone. RV and Bus parking
should be outside of residential zones, if the
need arises for large group access then
these groups should be guided (wilderness
guide) through existing and created pathway
connectivity.
I would just like to emphasize that this is a
nature area. People go there to get close to
nature. The more man made things added
takes away from the experience. It's not a
park.
for the most part I’m very impressed with the
proposed development.
I think the obvious spots that need
improvement, like the bridge, and the
questionable spots like the boardwalk part
that often was submerged in water need to
be addressed.I like the idea of linking the
walking trails in town, I think that is a good
global idea for the town. But I think an
elaborate dock area, or interpretive area is
not necessary. The focus needs to be
maintaining what we already have. This
place brings so many locals and tourists to
the Maxwell lake area... keep the project
simple as its already working.
The whole plan is overblown and over
engineered and needs a complete re
evaluation.
This unique wetlands environment needs
nothing more present access to be safely
and sensitively upgraded not to turn the area
into another urban park which is what the
plan envisages.
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unfortunate the seniors who build most of
these amenities and facilities were done by
volunteer labour. Today most of these
seniors are either in senior lodges or
incapable of using a computer. It would be
very helpful to these seniors if the town
would through personel contact, be carried

out at Pine Valley Lodge, Good Sam,
Mountain Seniors Lodge, seniors shop,
budged? good? companions? Seniors club,
Residents Cane Foundation, Royal
Canadian Legion, Hinton Neighborhood
Link, Litns? Manor. Respectfully yours,
resident of Pine Valley Lodge
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